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Project Scope

The purpose of this Feasibility Study is to identify ecosystem restoration measures that meet
these criteria and to document and recommend either 1) “no action” or 2) a project that would
restore important wetland habitat at Bubbly Creek.
The National Ecosystem Restoration (NER) Plan is the recommended plan. This alternative
consists of seven (7) measures: (SR) Substrate Restoration – Option 1, (ST) Substrate
Restoration – Option 2, (RB) Riparian Planting – Option 1, (EA) Emergent Planting, (SP)
Submergent Planting, (WD) Woody Debris, (CB) Pebble/Cobble Beds. The implementation of
all of these measures will restore a backwater shrub swamp community to Bubbly Creek.
Site Preparation – The first task would be to install safety fencing, signage and other safety
features in order to keep the public out of the site during heavy construction. Staging areas and
access roads would be demarcated.
Substrate / Amendment Placement – Channel and turning basin substrates would be placed as
soon as site preparation is completed. A small barge would be used to place substrate. Sand
would be placed in a 6 inch thick layer within the channel and turning basin. This would then be
followed by the placement of a 6 inch thick layer of rounded river rock or limestone. Cobbles
and boulders would then be placed around any structures or non-conformities (e.g. bridge
abutments, outfalls, protruding revetments, etc.) to provide additional protection against high
flow velocities in and around these structures.
Native Plant Community Establishment – The finishing touch of the project would be to
establish native plant communities (e.g. riparian, emergent, and submergent) over the remainder
of the construction period. Non-native and invasive vegetation would first be removed by hand
cutting and herbiciding. Soil amendments consisting of leaf compost would be incorporated into
the top 6 inches of substrate for emergent and submergent plant communities. In addition,
approximately 6 inches of leaf compost would need to be placed along the riparian zone prior to
native plantings. Once in the 2nd year of restoration and the initial seeding complete, the site
may be open back to the public since very few activities would be occurring, which are
considered low impact. These include spot herbicide application and planting native plugs, which
are very similar to home gardening activities.
Large Woody Debris Additions – Woody debris piles consisting of trees greater than 4 inches in
diameter would be placed along designated areas within the stream channel to provide aquatic
habitat and protect emergent plantings from high flow velocities. Woody debris would be
acquired from the riparian zone where invasive and nonnative species will be removed as part of
the native plant community establishment.
Pebble/Cobble Beds - The introduction of pebble/cobble beds measure seeks to provide coarser
substrates for native fish spawning and habitat for aquatic macroinvertebrates. A mix of pebble
and cobble substrates would be used to fill the existing wood cribs (remnants of former bank
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stabilization structures) located longitudinally along portions of the Bubbly Creek channel. The
wood cribs would be filled to an approximate depth of 18-inches (0.25 acres).
2

Cost Methodology

2.1 General
The feasibility cost estimate for the preferred plan has been prepared using MCACES 2nd
Generation MII Version 4.2. The preparation of the cost estimate is in accordance with
guidelines and policies included in: “ER 1110-1-1300 - Cost Engineering Policy and General
Requirements, (26 March 1993)”; “ER 1110-2-1302 - Civil Works Cost Engineering, (15 Sept
2008)”; “EI 01D010, Construction Cost Estimates (1 Sept 1997)”; “EM 1110-1-8, Construction
Equipment Ownership and Operating Expense Schedule, Region II, (2016)”; and “EM 1110-21304, Civil Works Construction Cost Index System (CWCCIS), (30 March 2019)”; “ETL 11102-573, Construction Cost Estimating Guide for Civil Works, (30 Sept 2008).” The estimate was
completed using the latest guidance from OCE concerning implementation of the Civil Works
Breakdown Structure (CWBS) and Chart of Accounts. MII estimate software was used to apply
unique crews to detailed work items and obtaining material and supply quotes from prospective
vendors/contractors where possible for significant cost items. For the sand /armor stone
placement, historical costs from U.S. Environmental Protection Agency projects in the Chicago
area were used as a check of the MII estimate.
2.2

Direct Costs

Direct costs are based on anticipated equipment, labor and materials necessary to construct this
project. Direct costs have been calculated independent of the contractor assigned to perform the
tasks. Following formulation of the direct cost, a determination is made as to whether the work
would be performed by the prime contractor or a subcontractor.
2.2.1 Quantities
The estimate is based on detailed quantity take-offs prepared from the drawings as used as the
basis of the estimate and augmented by spot checks performed by re-taking-off the original
drawings. Quantities for substrate restoration include a 25% contingency built in for allowances
around bridges and outfalls.
2.2.2 Vendor Quotes
Vendor quotes have been acquired and documented for the large volume material prices
associated with significant features of work including sand, stone and plantings.
2.2.3 Crews
Project specific crews have been developed for use in estimating the direct costs for invasive
species removal and planting items. Crew members consist of selected components of labor
classifications and equipment pieces assembled to perform specific tasks. Productivity has been
assigned to each crew reflective of the expected output per unit of measure for the specific
activities listed in the cost estimate. Foremen have also been considered in the crews.
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2.2.4 Work Schedules/Overtime
The estimate assumes a 5 day/week 10 hr/day work schedule to optimize production of
mobilized equipment.
2.2.5 Productivty
Crew productivity for plantings were based on past ecosystem restoration project production
rates with a 50% reduction for working from barges/pontoon boats in Bubbly Creek. No further
adjustments or reductions were made.
2.2.6 EPA Substrate Restoration Costs
The estimate for the substrate restoration was developed on a crew basis with quotes for the
materials. The costs were cross checked against information received from the U.S. E.P.A. on
projects in the Chicago area, in particular the Grand Calumet River in northwest Indiana. Actual
bid prices were used as a check of the detailed crew and material costs for this work.
2.2.7 Sales Tax
No sales tax is included in the estimate since all materials will be incorporated (sand, armor
stone, plantings, etc.).

2.3

Indirect Costs

2.3.1 Acquisition Strategy
At this stage the acquisition strategy has not been determined. It is assumed that this work will be
performed in two contracts. The first contract is assumed to be a construction contract for the
installation of the sand and armor stone and also includes submergent plantings. Given the larger
dollar value of the work it is assumed to be an open competitively bid contract.
The second contract is assumed to be a service contract for the stream bank work (invasive
species clearing and plantings). Given the smaller size it was assumed to be most likely a
competitively bid small business set aside.
2.3.2 Home Office, Job Office and Profit Markups
A typical rate for Home Office (HOOH) percentage was used for the construction contract. A
slightly higher HOOH was used on the service contract to account for a small business set aside.
The percentages used are typical of those seen on projects recently through audited rates on
modifications.
Job Office Overheads were calculated for each contract based on the projected schedule.
Profit is included.
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2.3.3 Bond
For the construction contract bond was added as a contractor markup for the prime contractor
and applied as a running percentage to prime’s own work.
For the service contract bond was added as a contractor markup for the prime contractor planting
applied as a running percentage to prime’s own work.
2.3.4 Subcontractors
For the construction contract it was assumed the prime contractor will place the cap and stone. A
subcontractor was assumed for the submergent planting work. For the service contract, all work
was assumed to be done by the prime given the work consists of invasive species removal, soil
prep work and plantings.

2.4

Project Feature Accounts

The Bubbly Creek baseline cost estimate was prepared and organized according to the Civil
Works Breakdown Structure (CWBS). As such, the estimate includes the following feature
accounts:
2.4.1 (9) Channels and Canals
This feature account includes the cost for the construction contract. Key items of work include:
placement of the sand and rounded river stone layer as well as other in water work such as
organic material placement, submergent planting and placement of large woody debris.
2.4.2 (16) Bank Stabilization
This feature account includes the cost for the service contract. Key items of work include:
removal of invasive species from the stream bank, soil preparation, emergent plantings and
riparian plantings.
2.4.3 (30) Planning, Engineering, and Design
The work covered under this account includes project management, project planning,
preliminary design, final design, preparation of plans, preparation of specifications, engineering
during construction, advertisement, opening of bids, and contract award.
2.4.4 (31) Supervision and Administration
The work covered under this account includes contract supervision, contract administration,
construction administration, technical management activities, and District office supervision and
administration costs.
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Risk-Based Contingency Development

An Abbreviated Risk Analysis was performed on this project. The results of the analysis for
construction are 26%, 12% for E&D and 9% for S&A.
The project type selected was Moderate Risk: Typical project or possible life safety. This work
involves considerable in-water work for the contractor which is considered typical. Work is not
complex in nature or considered high risk.
2.6

ESTIMATED COST

The PDT developed a project implementation schedule for project that supports the development
of the fully funded cost estimates. The baseline cost estimate at PL 1 Oct 2020 is $17,934,000.
2.7

FULLY FUNDED COST ESTIMATE

The fully funded cost estimate including inflation to the mid-point of construction is
$19,137,000 as shown in the Total Project Cost Summary. The fully funded table distributes the
base level cost estimate across the appropriate years according to the schedule. Each feature
account is inflated to the mid-point of expenditure activity using CWCCIS factors. These
inflated feature account totals are summed to yield a total fully funded project cost.
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PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

The total project schedule was developed from the current project implementation schedule
developed by the PDT and managed by the Project Manager and expanding the construction
schedule based on the significant construction activities and durations from the MII cost
estimate. The construction schedule calendars include major holidays and non-work weather
days.
The bank stabilization work will start slightly before the substrate restoration. This will allow for
easier access to the shoreline from Bubbly Creek before the depth is reduced by the additional
substrate.
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RISK ANALYSIS DEVELOPMENT
Risk Analyis Development

An Abbreviated Risk Analysis was performed on this project to more accurately identify risk and
potential impacts to the project. This analysis required participation by the PDT to identify the
risks and develop the contingencies.
4.2

Risk Register
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DETAILED MII REPORT
MII Cost Estimate Report – Definition of Terms

Contract Cost
Contract Cost (sometimes referred to as “cost to owner”) takes the cost to prime and then adds to
that the cost for the contractor’s PTI as well as any allowance, such as small tools, for the
contractor’s work. Then the contractor’s own markups for JOOH, HOOH profit, bond, and
excise tax and/or any miscellaneous adjustments are included. Any special markups are included
in the cost but are not passed on to the owner’s markup cost. Therefore, the special markups are
not compounded but are treated as an additional cost.
Project Cost
The project cost takes the contract cost and then adds any escalation, contingencies and/or any
miscellaneous owner costs. It should be noted that for this project escalation factors and
contingencies are applied in the TPCS spreadsheet and not applied in the MII cost estimating
software.

